
 

Rockman X4 Class Trainer

rockman's current research focuses
on economic and cultural political

economy of labor and slavery.
recent research projects include
analysis of labor markets in the

antebellum south (with a particular
focus on the impact of slavery on

wage and compensation), the effect
of slavery on the development of a
southern industrial labor force, the
history of radical abolitionism, and

the emergence of the american
labor movement. he is currently
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working on a book project on the
social life of the early u.s. labor

movement. an expert on the history
of slavery and the transition to wage
labor, rockman has lectured widely
on slavery, the civil war, and labor
history. he has received fellowships
from the new york public library and
the american philosophical society,
and is a member of the american

society for the study of labor history.
directions to spencer rockman

complex from route 8 take route 8
east to exit 3a. exit to a right turn

onto pine grove ave. proceed to the
end of the road. turn left onto route
287 north. take route 287 north and

exit at route 27 south (exit 2b).
proceed on lincoln highway/route 27
about 1.5 miles and turn right onto
plainfield ave. (look for sam ash,
lighting store, sign for nj motor
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vehicle inspection station.) follow
plainfield ave under train bridge and

turn left at the light(kilmer road).
proceed app 1mile through two

traffic lights and complex entrance
is on the right clif prescod

lane(across from motor vehicle
inspection station) fields are on the
left mile up the road. the spencer

rockman class trainer will teach you
everything about the spencer

rockman class so you can reach rock
level 26 and beat the stage 1 boss.
the trainer will teach you everything

you need to know to complete
rockman x4, including his class

moves. use the trainer to learn some
basic moves and get some easy

experience. you can skip to a later
lesson at any time with the trainer's
skip button, or go right to the next
lesson at any time by hitting the up
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or down buttons.

Rockman X4 Class Trainer

the zero buster can be upgrade into
a new spirit of zero with a level 99
buster upgrade. when he reaches

level 99, he will transform into zero
with his z-saber. it is a primary

attack spirit under the legendary
class. prior to his debut in mega
man x , zero was alluded to in

blueprints during bass'endings in
both mega man: the power battle

and mega man 2: the power
fighters, where it is revealed that
zero was created by dr. wily to be
his most advanced robot yet, far

outclassing proto man. however, an
error in zero's cognitive

programming turned him violent and
insubordinate, forcing wily to seal
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him in a capsule. zero wouldn't
awaken until the early 22nd century,
where his capsule was discovered by
reploids - advanced robots with free
will and morality. once awaken, zero

destroyed the reploids and any
intruders who entered his hiding
place, getting him labelled as a

maverick - a term for reploids that
have turned feral and betrayed
humanity. his violent actions

eventually attracted the attention of
17th elite unit commander sigma,
who challenges zero to a 1-on-1

fight; though zero initially gains the
upper hand, he is ultimately
defeated when he begins to

experience great pain after the gem
on his head beings to glow with a w
symbol. sigma shatters the crystal,
but it inadvertently infects him with
zero's maverick virus. zero himself
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eventually awakens from the attack
with no memory of his previous

actions. after careful observation
and surveillance from sigma, he is

recruited into the maverick hunters.
a spirit of zero with his zero buster is

available in the base game. it is a
primary attack spirit under the

advanced class. his spirit battle uses
a red mega man, with increased

power on his energy-based attacks
(a reference to the zero buster being

typically stronger than x's mega
buster), and is assisted by zero
himself in a stamina match. the

stage is the battlefield form of big
blue (a reference to central highway
from mega man x) and the song that

plays is x vs zero. the zero spirit is
also enhanceable; when it reaches
level 99, it will transform into zero

with his z-saber. it is a primary
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